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Brad Pitt Movie Fury (2014) Star Cast, Review, Release Date
Director- David Ayer,Bill Block,John Lesher,
Producer- Alex Ott, Ethan Smith, David Ayer
Writers-Michael Peria, John Bernthal, Jason Isaacs, Scott Eastwood.
Star Cast: Brad Pitt, Michael Pena, Jon Bernthal, Jason Issacs,Scott East wood,Shia LaBeouf,
Logan Lerman, Jon Bernthal,

Release date -October 15, 2014 in Jamaica,17th October 2014 in United states, 22 October in
United Kindom

Rating : [usr=3.5 size=20]

Synopsis:
Fury is an American film, which is set during the 2nd world war (1945). The story starts with the
commencement of Allies where they make a final push in the European Theatre, a battle-hardened
army sergeant named Wardaddy (Brad Pitt) commands a Sherman tank and her five-man crew on
a deadly mission behind enemy lines. Out numbered and out gunned, and with a rookie soldier
thrust into their platoon, Wardaddy and his men face overwhelming odds in their heroic attempts to
strike at the heart of Nazi Germany.
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Review:
The story revolves around the American Soldiers who work hard during in the Europe during the
2nd world war. It is whole macho film, The film is carried by the allies, who flaunts their
muscularity.Though it is based on fiction but the characters are true. It is a saga. The battle field
sequences are authentic and it takes the viewer in the real battle for glory. Brad Pitt is an amazing
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like always.
The title is derived from a Sherman M4A2E8 tank. The letters “F-U-R-Y” have been painted in
white on the cannon. It’s got an almost prehistoric grandeur.The first part is intriguing, the part
showcases the importance of winning the battle and to win it parents involve their kids, which I
don’t think would have happened in actual war.The second part is little bit draggy as so history
seems to be boring sometimes. But still the director has conceptualized it beautifully.It will ne
wrong to compare this film with Spielberg's Saving Private Ryan . Both have similar story lines, but
the techniques are different.
Fury at times looks jerky and sounds noisy, especially the war scenes.The slaughter of men and
shedding of too much blood is not decently screened.The story of the film divided into bits and
pieces with suspenses.If you have an interest in history will definitely like the film.Kids may not like
because its quite noisy. The film has been released in the United states, Jamaica and soon it will
release in the United kingdom.
After Fury Brad Pitt will be seen in another Hollywood film the name of the film is not disclosed, but
that’s for sure that will get to see something interesting.
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